Clause Typing and the Syntax-to-Discourse Relation in Head-Final Languages
HFL 2018 – Program

Monday, May 14
Arrival
18:00 Welcome drinks
19:00 Dinner

Tuesday, May 15
10:00 Introduction
10:15 Invited speaker
   Andrew Simpson (University of Southern California, Los Angeles)
   Analyzing head-finality: Domains, language types, and patterns of change
11:15 James Griffiths (University of Konstanz) and Güliz Güneş (Leiden University)
   An Indo-European complementiser in Turkish: Against the subordination analysis
11:55 Coffee or tea
12:10 K. A. Jayaseelan (The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad)
   On the relativizer and the complementizer in Dravidian
12:50 Lunch
14:30 Rahul Balusu (The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad)
   Fine tuning the Dravidian left periphery: The three ‘complementizers’ in Telugu and Kannada
15:10 Adam Singerman (University of Chicago)
   How evidentiality interacts with clause type in Tuparí, an Amazonian language of Brazil
15:50 Coffee or tea
16:05 Werner Frey (Leibniz-Center General Linguistics, Berlin)
   Root clause phenomena may depend on a private act or on a public act
16:45 Invited speaker
   Diti Bhadra (Harvard University, Cambridge)
   Where is perspective-sensitivity headed?
17:45 Free Time
19:00 Dinner
Wednesday, May 16

09:15 Invited speaker
Probal Dasgupta (Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata)
*Bangla modulators, the zero copula, and clause-final focusing*

10:15 Katalin É.Kiss (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest)
*Fused discourse roles and grammatical functions in Khanty*

10:55 Coffee or tea

11:10 Raghavachari Amritavalli and Annu Kurian Mathew
(The English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad)
*Discourse-driven scrambling to the peripheries in child Tamil*

11:50 Andreas Schmidt and Gisbert Fanselow (University of Potsdam)
*Non-scrambling OV languages*

12:30 Lunch

14:00 Katharina Hartmann (Goethe University Frankfurt) and
Tamer Akan (Goethe University Frankfurt and University of Ankara)
*The post-verbal domain in Turkish and German*

14:40 Jaklin Kornfilt (Syracuse University)
*A predicate-final constraint for head-final languages*

15:20 Coffee or tea

15:35 Invited speaker
Masayuki Oishi (Tohoku Gakuin University, Sendai)
*How MERGE can generate a derivation with an emphaser*

16:35 Time for a recreational walk

19:00 Dinner

Thursday, May 17

09:15 Sergio Monforte (University of the Basque Country)
*An analysis of the Basque discourse particle ote*

09:55 Norio Nasu (Kobe City University of Foreign Studies)
*Adverb-predicate agreement in Japanese and structural reduction*

10:35 Coffee or tea

10:50 Invited speaker
Yoishio Endo (Kanda University of International Studies, Chiba)
*Exploring the right periphery in Japanese by RM: Expressive meanings in questions*

11:50 Farewell and lunch

13:30 Bus/Taxis leaving for Konstanz